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Abstract— Web mining can be defined as mining of the WWW to
retrieve useful knowledge and data about user behavior, user
query, content and structure of the web. In this paper, aim on
processing of structured and unstructured data mining will take
place. With a tremendous development growth in website, web
portal to provide downloadable data to user, required a lead to
demand of a specific strategy to provide knowledgeable data to
user and also useful to predict otherwise uncertain user behavior
on the server. Semantic web is about machine-understandable
web pages to make the web more intelligent and able to provide
useful services to the users. In this paper we propose agent based
Semantic Web Mining System (SWMS). It will provide
classification and clustering of the web contents according to
user navigating links and time when navigating to other pages,
thereby facilitating knowledge based response to the user and
will highlight otherwise unnoticed patterns. It mainly comprises
of Interface Agents, collection Agent supported with ontology
database, content mining agent and clustering agent. Content
mining agent works in collaboration with descriptive metadata
agent and semantic metadata agent.

apply different machine learning methods to a typical userprofiling problem. The goal of their experiments is to learn a
model which could then be used to recommend products to a
user according to his profile. The authors test different
datasets and compare the performance of learning from plain
text format with learning from semantic meta-data. For the
first experiment, they use traditional statistical machine
learning methods. The results are not very promising, showing
that the learning from semantically annotated data is not able
to outperform the learning from plain text for that particular
experiment. For the second experiment they apply the Prego
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) system, which is able to
learn from supplied example instances and supporting
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indicate
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improvements: the algorithm is able to find a couple of

I. INTRODUCTION
Mining of the web to retrieve useful knowledge and data

reasonable rules for the classification task. They conclude that

about user behavior, user query, content and structure of the

expected to outperform conventional machine learning applied

web. In this paper, focus on processing of structured and

to plain text, with regards to the accuracy of the learned model.

unstructured data mining will take place. With tremendous

Our work extends this evaluation by looking at new statistical

development growth in website, web portal to provide

approaches

downloadable data to user, required a lead to demand of a

ontological support.

specific strategy to provide knowledgeable data to user and

Characteristics of Semantic Web Data

also useful to predict otherwise uncertain user behavior on the

The Semantic Web enhances the traditional web by adding a

server. Semantic web is about machine-understandable web

semantic layer on top of the well-known web data formats to

pages to make the web more intelligent and able to provide

make the web machine readable. In this section we introduce

useful services to the users. This means that information on

the basic principles and characteristics of Semantic Web data,

web pages may have to be mined so that the machine can

which will be necessary for the understanding of the

understand the contents.

remainder of this thesis.

the Semantic Web mark-up available at that time cannot be

appropriate

for

Semantic

Web

data

and

Structure
Data Mining from Semantic Web Data

As the corner stone for describing data in such a manner, the

Edwards et al. [Edwards et al., 2002] present an empirical

Resource Description Framework (RDF) has been generated.

investigation of learning from the Semantic Web, where they
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The RDF Specification provides the following definition:

HTTP protocol that enables access to documents over the

1‖RDF is based on the idea of identifying things using Web

network via Web browsers created an immense improvement

identifiers (called Uniform Resource Identifiers, or URIs), and

in communication and access to information. For some years

defining resources in terms of simple properties and property

these possibilities were used mostly in the scientific world but

values‖. RDF can be defined by its graph data model which

recent years have seen an immense growth in popularity,

states that the underlying structure of an RDF expression is a

supported by the wide availability of computers and

collection of triples, each consisting of a subject, a predicate

broadband communication.

and an object.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Semantics
The OWL Web Ontology Language [Mcguinness and van
Harmelen,

2004]

allows

an

even

greater

machine

interpretability of the web by providing additional vocabulary
and formal semantics to make the data more expressive. It
serves as a standard language to define the terms in
vocabularies and the relationships between those terms.
Opposed to databases, ontologies serve as conceptual
structures to describe the entire application domain, instead of

Sharma et. al [1], Kosala et. al [3] and Eirinaki et. al [4]
provided detailed review on web mining focusing on different
dimensions of this field. [1] Highlighted use of cloud
computing in web mining, [3] focused on scope of agent
technology in it whereas [4] provided details on web
personalization through web mining. Bhatia et. al in [2]
provided semantic web mining and suggested an ontology
learning mechanism for the extraction of semantics through

just describing one specific application.

grammatical rule extraction technique. Meironget.al in [5]
proposed an agent based web mining model for e-business.

Querying
A query mainly consists of the following parts: the prologue
(line 1), which contains the definition of namespace prefix
bindings. This allows a user to write the prefix inside a query

knowledge crawler. Ting H.I. in [6] employed web mining for
on-line social network analysis, however strategy for selecting
appropriate sample size to reflect exact real social networks

instead of rewriting the whole URI again.

and actual implementation is left as future research.

Web Mining
The purpose of Web mining is to develop methods and
systems for discovering models of objects and processes on
the World Wide Web and for web-based systems that show
adaptive performance. Web Mining integrates three parent
areas: Data Mining (we use this term here also for the closely
related areas of Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery),
Internet technology and World Wide Web, and for the more
recent Semantic Web. The World Wide Web has made an
enormous amount of information electronically accessible.
The use of email, news and mark-up languages like HTML
allows users to publish and read documents at a world-wide
scale and to communicate via chat connections, including
information in the form of images and voice records. The
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Zhan et. al in [8] provided a multi-agent module working as

Jichenget.al in [7] proposed an agent based web text mining
system for mining HTML based documents on the web,
however it still lacks efficient algorithm for very large
document collections and use of XML specifications.
Critical review of literature highlights this fact that agent
technology has widely been employed in semantic web
applications at various fronts and researchers have agreed on
its applicability for mining semantic web contents. Although
some efforts had already been made to propose application
specific agent based solution in diverse areas like e-business
[5] or for social networking [6], but there is no standard
framework for semantic web content mining. Thus, there is
scope of research in this direction. Upcoming section
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elaborates our proposed framework. Singh et. Al[15] proposed

complete and noise-free datasets. Most available datasets are

the next agent based web mining but there is a scope to

not carefully selected nor up-to-date, hence, the task of

research in content file in contrast of unstructured data mining

predicting anything from this data will not yield good results.

with concept of web. Multimedia mining already included in

During this thesis, we came across a lot of datasets that were

agent based web mining al[15] but the user timing log mining

either incomplete or simply not expressive enough to allow an

and file size mining can provide a better way to meet the

accurate prediction. Hence, we argue, that further experiments

requirements. Literature review highlighted the fact that agent

on data mining from Semantic Web data could be greatly

based systems have already been employed in various area of

facilitated with the creation of common datasets for the

semantic web due to their promising features. Dimouet. al. [9]

evaluation and comparison of different approaches. The

developed an agent based framework called Biospider for

benefit of our approach is based on the expressiveness of the

developing and testing autonomous, intelligent& semantically

underlying ontologies. While ontologies with a deep

focused web spiders. The framework takes the advantage of

inheritance hierarchy can outperform data mining without

agent technology in distributing crawling load to a number of

ontology support,

cooperating spiders.

V PROPOSED WORK
This framework proposes agent based Semantic Web Mining
System (SWMS). It will provide classification and clustering
of the web contents according to user navigating links and
time when navigating to other pages, thereby facilitating
knowledge based response to the user and will highlight
otherwise unnoticed patterns. It mainly comprises of Interface
Agents, collection Agent supported with ontology database,
content mining agent and clustering agent. Content mining
agent works in collaboration with descriptive metadata agent
and semantic metadata agent. Let us take an another example
of web page searching like if user enters a query or phrase
which contains the multiple meaning of that phrase. Ontology
database will be searched for that query to mean and once
meaning is derived it will hit to the DMA to descriptive
metadata and then CMA, same process as above but here from
user side, IA will send the information of place and top to
bottom listing of the hitting link by user and ontology
database will store it. And another time when users enters
same query but hits on another link it will record the behavior
of that site and next time it will proceed to provide correct
result. As in example, A phrase entered Hotel in India‖ and
this was queried in morning or before noon and user clicked to
hotel to stay in that hotel but after noon or in evening user
queried same phrase but clicked on hotel for dinner, lunch.
This will recorded and will be stored in ontology database and
next time when user enters same phrase after noon o in
evening it will show the topmost hotels ready to dinner or
lunch according to user behavior in past.

III RELATED WORK
Clustering analysis is a widely used data mining algorithm for
many data management applications. Clustering is a process
of partitioning a set of data objects into a number of object
clusters, where each data object shares the high similarity with
the other objects within the same cluster but is quite dissimilar
to objects in other clusters. Different from classification
algorithm that assigns a set of data objects with various labels
previously defined via a supervised learning process,
clustering analysis is to partition data objects objectively
based on measuring the mutual similarity between data
objects, i.e. via a unsupervised learning process[21].
Due to the fact that the class labels are often not known before
data analysis, for example, in case of being hard to assign
class labels in large databases, clustering analysis is
sometimes an efficient approach for analysing such kind of
data. To perform clustering analysis, similarity measures are
often utilized to assess the distance between a pair of data
objects based on the feature vectors describing the objects, in
turn, to help assigning them into different object
classes/clusters. There are variety of distance functions used
in different scenarios, which are really dependent on the
application background [22].

IV PROBLEM DEFINITION
A major challenge was to find good datasets that can be used
for data mining. To gain a good understanding of the data and
to create models with reasonable support we are in need of
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Here in our research we are experimentally going to provide a
simulation of semantic web mining system where query will
work with different type of conditions related to past
behaviour of query and ontology database and will help to
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provide accurate result.
Fig1 to show: Obtained result from the multi attribute

as best among the other algorithms which we have taken for
consideration.
Performance evaluation based on the computation time
based upon the results or the dataset we actually take for the
data or ranking optimization:
Number of Outliers we have detected after performing outlier
technique on the complete dataset and performing attribute
based ranking on individual technique, After applying such
technique we have received few dataset to further work on and
optimization.

Performance Measures
1 Training Time
A training time of a dataset in Javais computed with the help
of start and end time class variables defined in the tool and
here as we load the dataset and verifies the eligibility and
taking their features for consideration or not is the time taking
process to identify and to load the dataset comes under
training time of a dataset, extracting the properties and making
them in process format is training time.
2 Testing Time
A testing time is the time of process we calculate and obtain
the various threshold or classification related activity, we
perform testing over the dataset where the dataset need to
process after this step, Processing the extracted dataset
information with our algorithm we called as testing time.
3 Accuracy
Accuracy is the value of exactness where we calculate a value
and technique with which we match the expected output and
the exact output we receive, we compare them and calculate
the accuracy or analysis of result in this form and thus we get
the quality of our work in this basis and justify the approach
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VII CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
In this paper I have proposed a powerful enhanced line-up in
finding very high quality solution for the ranking optimization.
The proposed has found optimal or best known solution for
most benchmark instances with up to max. Number of
categories. One of the strengths of my technique is the use of
line-up, the local version of ELU and global version of LU
significantly reduced the computational cost, with the help of
efficient implementation techniques. This resolves the
common problem that line-up for ranking optimization are
usually much more time consuming than efficiently
implemented local search based algorithms. Another
important contribution is the development of ELU in
generating even better solution from very high quality parent
solution at the phase of the line-up. An interesting feature is
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that I design a simple local search procedure into ELU to
determine good combination of edges of attributes. I am going
to demonstrate that the enhancements significantly improve
the performance of the ranking optimization and other related
tools which provide us efficient way to get a ranking on
changing ranking attributes. I believe that the proposed ELU
provides a good example of a sophisticated product
comparison application for a reprehensive combinational
optimization problem and that some of the ideas can be
successfully applied to the design of LU for other
combinational optimization problems. In this paper we
conclude to get a best optimization technique on enhancing
the current algorithm which is line-up available today where
we are performing ranking optimization solution on the
particular provide algorithms.
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